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INDIEV and Beverly Hills Police Chief Stainbrook Meet at INDI 
Brand Experience Center 

  

September 29, 2022 – On Wednesday, Beverly Hills Police Chief Mark G. Stainbrook 
and other BHPD leadership met with INDIEV at their Brand Experience Center in 
Beverly Hills, California. 
 
INDIEV leadership from their Marketing, Engineering, Infotainment, and Government 
Relations departments met with Chief Stainbrook, alongside Captains Elisabeth 
Albanese, Max Subin, Todd Withers, Officers Phillip Arriaga and Derderian, 
Lieutenant Andrew Myers, Systems Integrator Hal Bodkin, and other officers & fleet 
managers from the Beverly Hills Police Department. 
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After touring the Brand Experience Center, INDIEV gave BHPD staff a presentation 
on the INDI One, and its potential advantages over current police fleets. As the 
Beverly Hills Police Department is very tech-forward, employing drones and artificial 
intelligence in their operations, the INDI One is of note due to its unprecedented 
computing power, as well as the integrated cloud and AI capabilities. 
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After the presentation, BHPD officials test rode the INDI One around Beverly Hills 
with INDIEV staff. Staff tried INDIEV’s proprietary virtual reality experiences 
designed specifically meant for the INDI One. With AR and VR, INDIEV hopes to 
empower governments to use the latest technology to help keep their communities 
safe. 
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Contact:  
media@indiev.com  
  

About INDIEV 

INDIEV was founded in 2017 on the idea that the future of personal mobility will no 
longer be defined solely by horsepower or top speed, but rather from the 
connectivity, customizability, and processing power offered to   and passengers. 
Currently, the gap between the level of computing power available to individuals on 
their phones and at home compared to their personal vehicles is astronomical. 
 
To this end, INDIEV invented the VIC – the Vehicle Integrated Computer. The Vehicle 
Integrated Computer, an incredibly powerful personal computer, gives users access 
to the same entertainment, productivity, and even Web3.0 access their home 
computing systems give them. By bringing the Internet of Things to personal 
vehicles, INDIEV want to help consumers broadcast their most authentic, individual 
self to the world around them, while providing an aesthetic, high-performance ride.  
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Based out of Downtown Los Angeles, INDIEV employs the most talented individuals 
from around the world across industries, demographics, and backgrounds. INDIEV 
looks to the future to inspire a new way of developing personal vehicles, all based 
out of the United States. 
 
At INDIEV, We Do Cars, and You Do You.  
 
To find out more about INDIEV, please visit www.INDIEV.com and visit the following 
social platforms: Instagram, TikTok, Twitter, Facebook. 
 

http://www.indiev.com/
https://instagram.com/driveindi/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZTdGVnGYS/
https://twitter.com/driveindi
https://facebook.com/driveindi

